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Abstract—This paper presents the extraction of aspect-
independent parameters for dual-L dipoles based chipless radio
frequency (RF) identification (RFID) tags using spectrogram
method using single measurement. The implemented spectrogram
method is based on a single short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
averaging window. The performance of the spectrogram method is
compared to the matrix pencil method (MPM). A computational
time comparison between the spectrogram method and MPM is
presented.

Index Terms—Chipless radio frequency (RF) identification
(RFID), matrix pencil method (MPM), quality factor, short time
Fourier transform (STFT).

I. INTRODUCTION

The robust detection techniques are indispensable for the
chipless radiofrequency (RF) identification (RFID) to make it as
a potential tool for item level tagging [1]. Several approaches
have been proposed in the literature aiming for the robust
detection of chipless RFID tags. These approaches include
matrix pencil method (MPM) [2], short time matrix pencil
method (STMPM) [3], short time Prony analysis (STPA) [4],
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) data processing [5],
scalar method [6], short time Fourier transform (STFT) [7],
and spectrogram method [8].

In [8], we have presented the extraction of aspect-
independent parameters [analogous to complex natural res-
onances (CNRs)] for 45◦ shorted dipoles based chipless RFID
tags using single measurement in practical environment. These
extractions have been performed at various aspect angles along
with various objects.

In this paper, we are presenting the extraction of aspect-
independent parameters for dual-L dipoles based chipless RFID
tags using single measurement in anechoic environment. The
implemented spectrogram method in this paper is slightly
different from the one in [8], as this spectrogram method
is based on a single STFT averaging window for all scatterers
as compared to the spectrogram method in [8] based on the
dedicated STFT averaging window for each scatterer. The
performance of the spectrogram method is compared to MPM.
A computation time comparison between the spectrogram
method and MPM is also done.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents the experimental measurements. Section III presents
the extraction of aspect-independent parameters. Section IV
presents a comparison of computational time durations between
MPM and spectrogram method. Section V draws conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF DEPOLARIZING
CHIPLESS RFID TAGS

This paper is aiming to present the extraction of aspect-
independent parameters of depolarizing chipless RFID tags.
For this purpose, the depolarizing RF Elementary Particle
(REP) based chipless RFID tags are taken from the literature
[9]. These depolarizing chipless RFID tags are based on dual-L
dipoles. The precise geometric dimensions of six dual-L dipoles
tag are outlined in [9], [10]. The experimental measurements
of the chosen chipless RFID tags are performed using a vector
network analyzer (VNA) based chipless RFID reader. The
photographs of measurement setup and the employed chipless
RFID tags are presented in Fig. 1. The chipless RFID reader
is in the form of monostatic radar configured using an Agilent
N5222A VNA and a Satimo QH2000 dual polarized antenna.
The output power of VNA is -5 dBm. The ports 1 and 2 of
VNA are connected to the vertical and horizontal polarizations
of the Satimo QH2000 antenna. The Satimo QH2000 presents
the gain around 12 dBi for the frequency sweep from 3 GHz to
8 GHz, where the isolation between the two ports is larger than
30 dB. The base of Satimo QH2000 is attached to a digitally
controlled servo motor for varying the reading interrogation
angle ϕT. The chipless RFID tags are placed at antenna to
tag distance equals 10 cm. The transmission coefficient S21 is
measured for both chipless RFID tags.

Here, we have presented an example of the reading error
using a single scatterer based tag: single dual-L dipole tag.
Fig. 2 shows the measured uncalibrated signals |S21| [see
Fig. 2(a)] and the measured calibrated signals [see Fig. 2(b)]
for the single dual-L dipole tag in an anechoic environment at
two reader interrogation signal angle ϕT: 15◦ and −15◦. ϕT is
varied from the reader antenna while keeping the chipless RFID
tag fixed at its position. The uncalibrated signals are without
background normalization (i.e., postprocessing is not applied).
The calibrated signals are with background normalization,
where the background clutter is removed by subtracting the
empty-signal (taken in the absence of the tag) measured at
ϕT = 0◦ from the tag-signals (taken in the presence of the tag)
measured at ϕT = 15◦ and ϕT = −15◦. The empty-signal is
purposely measured at ϕT = 0◦ to produce a reading error. For
this reason, it is a partial removal of the clutter. In Fig. 2(a),
it can be observed from both of the uncalibrated signals (i.e.,
without background normalization), the peak apexes linked to
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Fig. 1. Measurement setup for the experimental measurements of chipless
RFID tags inside an anechoic environment. Inset: the photographs of the
employed depolarizing chipless tags.

the frequency of resonance fr are not clearly visible due to the
presence of the clutter (background information). If we consider
the humps (that are followed by the dips) as peak apexes, the
shift between them due to the change in ϕT is around 15.5 MHz.
The shift between the dips is 4 MHz. After removal of clutter
in Fig. 2(b), the peak apexes that could be associated to the
frequency of resonance fr are clearly visible in the calibrated
signals (i.e., with background normalization) exhibiting a shift
of 24.5 MHz. Even so, it can be observed that due to the change
in ϕT (i.e., reading error), the dips associated with the peak
apexes exhibit a shift of 80.1 MHz as ϕT changes from 15◦ to
−15◦. These results show that the peak apexes of calibrated
signals [Fig. 2(b)] are not precisely associated to fr of the
scatterers, because these signals are still composed of the aspect-
dependent information. These reading challenges can be solved
by extracting the aspect-independent parameters of chipless
RFID tags by using appropriate postprocessing techniques.
Indeed, if such an approach is applied to the uncalibrated
signals of Fig. 2(a), a unique frequency which thus can be
considered to be the scatterer’s frequency of resonance fr, equal
to 4.16 GHz (ideal peak apex’s position) can be extracted.

In a tag reading process, the target tag is always known that
can provide specific a priori information about the expected
precise positions of the peak apexes corresponding to fri of ith
scatterer. In Fig. 2, we have shown that the calibrated responses
(background normalized) still contain the aspect-dependent
information. Practically speaking, the optimum method to
remove the aspect-dependent part of information and to extract
the frequency of resonance fr and the quality factor Q of the
tag’s resonant scatterers is:

• About the measurement, to use an anechoic chamber and
a VNA (with the parameters given in Fig. 1).

• About the post-treatment, to do a background normaliza-
tion (subtraction of the empty measurement from the tag
measurement, where between these two measurements no
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Fig. 2. Measured |S21| for the single dual-L dipole in an anechoic environment
at two reader interrogation signal angles ϕT: 15◦ to −15◦. (a) The uncalibrated
responses (without background normalization). (b) The calibrated responses
(with background normalization).

TABLE I
EXTRACTED A Priori PARAMETERS.

Tags
a priori

parameters
Scatterers

1 2 3 4 5 6
Single
dual-L
dipole

f
ap
ri (GHz) 4.16
Q

ap
i 109.34

σ
ap
i (×108) 1.18

Six
dual-L
dipoles

f
ap
ri (GHz) 4.33 4.70 5.22 5.77 6.34 6.88
Q

ap
i 98.39 99.65 104 95 82.67 88.52

σ
ap
i (×108) 1.38 1.48 1.58 1.91 2.41 2.44

change in the reader configuration is done) and a time
windowing to suppress part of the early time response
where signal to noise ratio is very low (i.e., the proportion
of the tag response compared to, for example, the antenna
coupling is low).

The extracted a priori parameters associated with each
scatterer of employed tags using the approach described above,
are outlined in Table I, where the order of the scatterers is taken
from largest scatterer to smallest scatterer [see Fig. 1(inset)].
The extracted information (see Table I) will be used as the
reference in the entire paper.

III. EXTRACTION OF ASPECT-INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS

In this Section, the uncalibrated signals (i.e., without back-
ground normalization) measured in an anechoic environment
are used.

A. Matrix Pencil Method

The complete list of steps of the algorithm of MPM for
calculating the complex poles and residues can be seen in [11].
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the extraction of physical poles
by MPM.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the extraction of CNRs using matrix pencil method.

The uncalibrated signal is used to extract CNRs of the single
dual-L dipole tag [see Fig. 1(inset)]. Fig. 4 shows the time
windowing procedure to extract the sufficient late time response
of the tag by applying a window of a time duration of 20 ns,
where the beginning of late time TLB = 2 ns and the ending
of late time TLE = 22 ns. The late time TLE = 22 is estimated
based on a priori extracted parameters (see Table I). This
time windowing is carried by calculating inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) of measured uncalibrated frequency domain
(FD) signal (non-windowed signals, solid green line), applying
truncation in TD, and calculating fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of truncated TD signal (windowed signal, dashed red line).
The elimination of 2 ns (i.e., TLB = 2 ns) of early part of TD
signal is carried out to discard the direct reflections from the
tag and its holder (the structural mode). Note that the early
time elimination is mandatory to obtained accurate results with
MPM. Windowed TD signal exhibiting 80 data points is used
for the poles’ extraction using MPM with p = 3.

Then, further sorting of the poles is carried out by applying
a filtering bandwidth of 100 MHz BW100MHz in a range of -50
MHz ≤ f ap

ri ≤ 50 MHz. Finally, a second-order bandpass filter
model is used for the reconstruction of signals [8, eq. (12)].

Fig. 5(a) presents CNRs based MPM reconstructed FD
response in comparison to the supplied windowed FD response
and the non-windowed FD response. The extracted CNRs
using MPM in comparison to a priori extracted parameters
(like CNRs, see [8] for the demonstration) are shown in
Fig. 5(b). The estimated CNRs from MPM are shown in the
complex conjugate form. For the rest of this paper, only the
positive CNRs would be shown for better visibility and better
comparison.

B. Spectrogram Method

Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the extraction of physical poles
by spectrogram method. Fig. 7(a) shows the calculated STFT
for single dual-L tag measured in an anechoic environment.
The uncalibrated TD signal that is truncated at 100 ns [shown
in Fig. 4(b), green curve] is supplied to the spectrogram method
algorithm, where a hamming window of 30 ns with 90% overlap
is used to compute STFT.

Fig. 7(a) shows also an area marked as black (within black
dashed lines) for STFT averaging. To estimate this STFT
averaging region, time width of STFT averaging window TavgW
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Fig. 4. Time windowing procedure for the single dual-L tag’s uncalibrated
response measured in an anechoic environment. (a) Frequency domain
responses. (b) Time domain responses.
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Fig. 5. Extraction of poles of single dual-L dipole tag using MPM measured
in an anechoic environment with p = 3, TLW = 20 ns and BW100MHz =
-50 MHz ≤ f
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ri ≤ 50 MHz and without the background normalization. (a)

FD responses of reconstructed MPM response, non-windowed (uncalibrated)
response and windowed (uncalibrated) response. (b) Extracted complex poles
in comparison to extracted a priori complex poles (i.e., analogous to CNRs,
see Table I).

can be calculated from the decaying envelope generated by
using a priori extracted damping factors σap

i (see Table I). The
time width of STFT averaging window TavgW is based on the
beginning time of STFT averaging window TavgB = 25 ns and
the ending time of STFT averaging window TavgE = 57.9 ns,
where TavgE is calculated using [8, eq. (10)] with a threshold
amplitude aen = 0.001, TavgE = t

σap
1

en . Detailed discussions on
the calculation TavgB and TavgE can be seen in [4], [8]. It is
important to note that TavgB = 25 ns in Fig. 7(a) (i.e., used
to avoid the coupling in the averaging of STFT) is similar to
TLB = 2 ns in Fig. 4 (i.e., used to discard the structural mode).

Then, the column vectors of STFT falling within TavgW (area
marked as black) are averaged, as shown in Fig. 7(a). From the
viewpoint of flow chart of the spectrogram method (Fig. 6), fri
related to ith scatterer can be extracted from the peak apexes
of STFT averaged (STFTavg) signal. In the same way, Fig. 7(b)
shows the extraction of fr from the peak apex of STFTavg
signal for the single dual-L dipole tag.

Further, according to the flow chart of the proposed technique
(Fig. 6), the damping factor σi related to ith scatterer can be
calculated from the decaying time vector A(τ)i residing inside
TavgW at the extracted fri (i.e., the position of the peak apex in
STFTavg signal). The damping factor σi can be calculated by
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fitting or by least square method of solving the overdetermined
linear system of equations as discussed in [8]. For the single
dual-L dipole tag, the extraction of σ from the damping time
signal A(τ) selected at fr inside TavgW is presented in Fig. 7(c).

The difference between the extracted parameters using
spectrogram approach (Fig. 7) and a priori extracted parameters
(Table I) is that TD signal utilized for the extraction in
spectrogram approach is uncalibrated (i.e., without background
normalization) and without time windowing procedure. fri
and σi parameters extracted by the spectrogram method are
analogous to the poles (CNRs) extracted by using MPM.

Finally, a second-order bandpass filter model is used for the
reconstruction of signals [8, eq. (12)].

Fig. 8(a) shows a comparison of reconstructed FD responses
from both MPM and spectrogram method along with their
corresponding supplied uncalibrated responses (i.e., windowed
FD response and non-windowed FD response). The uncalibrated
windowed TD response and uncalibrated non-windowed TD
response are supplied to MPM and spectrogram method, respec-
tively, where they are used to extract the aspect-independent
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parameters for single dual-L dipole tag measured in an anechoic
environment. A zoom of Fig. 8(a) is provided to show the
matching between reconstructed responses from both employed
methods. Fig. 8(b) shows a comparison of extracted complex
poles and a priori extracted complex pole. The extraction error
of MPM extracted parameters with respect to a priori extracted
parameters are |∆fMP

r | = 0.57 MHz, |∆σMP| = 0.02×109, and
|∆QMP| = 32.68. The extraction error of spectrogram extracted
parameters with respect to a priori extracted parameters
are |∆fSM

r | = 1.54 MHz, |∆σSM| = 0.0006 × 109, and
|∆QSM| = 0.48.

Note that the procedure to implement MPM is not straight-
forward because the choice of TLB, TLE, and p must be proper.
If care is not taken, numerous spurious poles can emerge, even
after applying a filtering bandwidth of 100 MHz BW100MHz
in a range of -50 MHz ≤ f ap

ri ≤ 50 MHz.
It is important to note that the spectrogram method does

not entirely dependent on a priori extracted parameters for
the calculation of STFT averaging window parameters. These
parameters can also be decided without the information of a
priori parameters. We have tested that even if STFT averaging
window parameters are taken as TavgB = 20 ns and TavgE =
50 ns, we found the extracted fri and σi parameters exactly
same as presented in Fig. 8 for spectrogram method.

C. Extraction of CNRs of the Multi-Scatterers Based Tags

For extraction of aspect-independent parameters for the
multi-scatterers based tags using the spectrogram method, the
algorithm follows the same steps as explained in Fig. 6. It is
important to note that here, like in the previous Section, the
measured responses of six dual-L dipoles tag supplied to the
spectrogram method are uncalibrated TD signals.



Fig. 9 shows the extraction of CNRs by spectrogram method
for six dual-L dipoles tag measured in an anechoic environment.
The calculated STFT of the uncalibrated TD signal is shown in
Fig. 9(a), where a hamming window of 30 ns with 90% overlap
is used to compute STFT. In this multi-scatterer tag detection,
TavgW is calculated by using a priori extracted parameters of
the largest scatterer n = 6 (i.e., operating at highest fr in
the design of chipless RFID tag) and the smallest scatterer
n = 1 (i.e., operating at lowest fr in the design of chipless
RFID tag). Using [8, eq. (10)] with a threshold amplitude
aen = 0.001, the parameters of STFT averaging window are
calculated as TavgE = t

σap
1

en that is 49.93 ns and TavgB = t
σap
6

en −
6 ns that is 22.30 ns. The reason behind the subtraction of
6 ns from t

σap
6

en in the calculation of TavgB is to provide a
sufficient time to extract the damping factor, because t

σap
6

en is
the time at which the envelope reaches a threshold amplitude
aen = 0.001. The above-discussed method is one way to
calculate the optimized parameters of STFT averaging window.
Otherwise, these parameters can also be fixed to certain values.

Fig. 9(b) shows the extraction of fri from the peak apexes
of STFTavg signal. The extraction of σi is carried out from the
damping time A(τ)i signal selected at each fri within TavgW.
Extraction of σ6 and σ1, for example, is presented in Fig. 9(c)
and Fig. 9(d), respectively.

For the extraction of aspect-independent parameters for the
multi-scatterers based tags using MPM, the algorithm follows
the same steps as explained in Fig. 3. Time windowing is
applied to the uncalibrated TD signal measured in an anechoic
environment with TLW = 16 ns, where early part up to
TLB = 2 ns is discarded similar to as explained in Fig. 4. The
windowed TD signal exhibiting 160 data points is supplied to
MPM with p = 3 to extract CNRs. Then, further sorting of the
poles is carried out applying a filtering bandwidth of 100 MHz
BW100MHz in a range of -50 MHz ≤ f ap

ri ≤ 50 MHz.
Fig. 10(a) shows a comparison of reconstructed FD re-

sponses from both MPM and spectrogram method along
with their corresponding supplied uncalibrated responses (i.e.,
windowed FD response and non-windowed FD response). The
uncalibrated windowed TD response and uncalibrated non-
windowed TD response are supplied to MPM and spectrogram
method, respectively, where they are used to extract the aspect-
independent parameters for six dual-L dipoles tag measured
in an anechoic environment. Fig. 10(b) shows a comparison
of extracted complex poles and a priori extracted complex
poles. The extraction errors of extracted parameters using both
the spectrogram method and MPM from their corresponding a
priori extracted parameters are outlined in Table II.

IV. COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL TIME DURATIONS
BETWEEN MATRIX PENCIL METHOD AND SPECTROGRAM

METHOD

A comparison of computational time durations has been
done between the spectrogram method and MPM. Single dual-
L dipole tag (see inset of Fig. 1) is used for the experimental
results. The measurements are performed in an anechoic
environment in a monostatic cross-polarization configuration
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Fig. 9. Extraction of CNRs by spectrogram method for six dual-L dipoles
tag using uncalibrated signal measured in an anechoic environment. (a) STFT
calculated using a Hamming window of 30 ns with an overlap of 90%. (b)
Extraction of fri from the peak apexes of STFTavg signal. (c) and (d) Extraction
of σ6 and σ1 from the damping time signals A(τ)6 and A(τ)1 selected at
fr6 and fr1 inside TavgW, respectively.

TABLE II
EXTRACTION ERRORS OF SPECTROGRAM METHOD AND MPM IN AN

ANECHOIC ENVIRONMENT.

Spectrogram method Matrix Pencil Method

Scatterer i |∆fri|
(MHz)

|∆σi|
×109

|∆Qi|
|∆fri|
(MHz)

|∆σi|
×109

|∆Qi|

1 ≈ 0 0.002 1.48 3.90 0.01 8.13
2 ≈ 0 ≈ 0 0.23 4.27 0.028 16.25
3 ≈ 0 0.005 2.85 9.6 0.042 21.92
4 ≈ 0 0.002 0.98 3.78 0.093 31.04
5 9.76 0.013 4.36 3.67 0.022 8.37
6 ≈ 0 0.02 8.29 2.74 0.103 26.3

as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 11 shows TD responses for the single
dual-L tag calculated from the calibrated FD response measured
in an anechoic environment. To calculate the computational
time durations, time windowing is applied to take the signal
in various lengths. The beginning time of time window TLB is
kept fixed to discard the structural mode, while the ending time
of time windows TLE is varied to take different lengths of the
signal. We have taken the window length from 100 ns to 1000 ns
with equal steps of 100 ns. To calculate the computational
time durations, both methods (spectrogram method and MPM)
are fed by the same windowed signal (i.e., exhibiting equal
length in time duration). The calculated computational time
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Fig. 11. Windowed TD responses with window length TLW ranging from
100 ns to 1000 ns with a step size of 100 ns for the single dual-L dipole
tag calculated from the calibrated FD response measured in an anechoic
environment.

durations for both methods (spectrogram method and MPM)
using different windows’ lengths are presented in Fig. 12.
This calculation is conducted using MATLAB on an Intel (i7-
5600U) processor. We found that MPM is computationally
very expensive as compared to the spectrogram method. For
a window of 100 ns, the spectrogram method took around
4.7 ms, while MPM took 28.5 ms. For a window of 1000 ns,
the spectrogram method took 37.8 ms, while MPM method
took 9.15 s.

V. CONCLUSION

The extraction of aspect-independent parameters for dual-L
dipoles based chipless RFID tags using single measurement
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Fig. 12. Comparison of computational time durations between the spectrogram
method and MPM.

in anechoic environment was presented in this paper. The
performance of the spectrogram method is compared to the
matrix pencil method (MPM). A computation time comparison
between the spectrogram method and MPM was done. The
spectrogram method was computationally fast as compared to
MPM due to fundamental characteristic of FFT.
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